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Abstract
In this paper we define the notion of pullback lifting of a lifting crossed module over
a crossed module morphism and interpret this notion in the category of group-groupoid
actions as pullback action. Moreover, we give a criterion for the lifting of homotopic crossed
module morphisms to be homotopic, which will be called homotopy lifting property for
crossed module morphisms. Finally, we investigate some properties of derivations of lifting
crossed modules according to base crossed module derivations.
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1. Introduction
Covering groupoids have an important role in the applications of groupoids (see for

example [3] and [11]). It is well known that for a groupoid G, the category GpdAct(G) of
groupoid actions of G on sets, these are also called operations or G-sets, is equivalent to
the category GpdCov/G of covering groupoids of G. In [4, Theorem 2] analogous result
has been proved for topological groupoids.

Group-groupoids are internal categories, and hence internal groupoids in the category
of groups, or equivalently group objects in the category of small categories [9]. If G
is a group-groupoid, then the category GpGpdCov/G of group-groupoid coverings of G
is equivalent to the category GpGpdAct(G) of group-groupoid actions of G on groups
[8, Proposition 3.1]. In [1] this result has recently generalized to the case where G is an
internal groupoid for an algebraic category C, acting on a group with operations. See [18]
for covering groupoids of categorical groups, [8, 17] for coverings of crossed modules of
groups and [19] for coverings and crossed modules of topological groups with operations.

Whitehead introduced the notion of crossed module, in a series of papers as algebraic
models for (connected) homotopy 2-types (i.e. connected spaces with no homotopy group
in degrees greater than 2), in much the same way that groups are algebraic models for
homotopy 1-types [23–25]. A crossed module consists of groups A and B, where B acts
on A, and a homomorphism of groups α : A → B satisfying α(b · a) = b + α(a) − b and
α(a) · a1 = a + a1 − a for all a, a1 ∈ A and b ∈ B. Crossed modules can be viewed as
2-dimensional groups [2] and have been widely used in: homotopy theory, [6]; the theory
of identities among relations for group presentations, [7]; algebraic K-theory [13]; and
homological algebra, [12,15].
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In [9] it was proved that the categories of crossed modules and group-groupoids, under
the name of G-groupoids, are equivalent (see also [14] for an alternative equivalence in
terms of an algebraic object called catn-groups). By applying this equivalence of the
categories, normal and quotient objects in the category of group-groupoids have been
recently obtained in [21]. Moreover in [20] the authors have interpreted in the category
of crossed modules the notion of action of a group-groupoid on a group via a group
homomorphism and hence introduced the notion of lifting of a crossed module. Further
they showed some results on liftings of crossed modules and proved that the category
LXMod/(A, B, α) of liftings of crossed modules, the category CovXMod/(A, B, α) of
covering crossed modules and the category GpGpdAct(G) of group-groupoid actions are
equivalent where G is the corresponding group-groupoid to the crossed module (A,B, α)
according to Theorem 1 in [9].

In this study, first of all, we give pullback of liftings of crossed modules. Further, we
obtain a property which will be called homotopy lifting property for crossed modules.
Finally, we lift the derivations of base crossed module to lifting crossed modules.

2. Preliminaries
Let G be a groupoid. We write Ob(G) for the set of objects of G and write G for the set

of morphisms. We also identify Ob(G) with the set of identities of G and so an element
of Ob(G) may be written as x or 1x as convenient. We write d0, d1 : G → Ob(G) for the
source and target maps, and, as usual, write G(x, y) for d−1

0 (x)∩d−1
1 (y), for x, y ∈ Ob(G).

The composition h ◦ g of two elements of G is defined if and only if d0(h) = d1(g), and so
the map (h, g) 7→ h ◦ g is defined on the pullback Gd0×d1G of d0 and d1. The inverse of
g ∈ G(x, y) is denoted by g−1 ∈ G(y, x). If x ∈ Ob(G), we write StG x for d−1

0 (x) and call
the star of G at x. The set of all morphisms from x to x is a group, called object group at
x, and denoted by G(x).

A groupoid G is transitive (resp. simply transitive, 1-transitive or totally intransitive) if
G(x, y) ̸= ∅ (resp. G(x, y) has no more than one element, G(x, y) has exactly one element
or G(x, y) = ∅) for all x, y ∈ Ob(G) such that x ̸= y.

Let p : G̃ → G be a morphism of groupoids. Then p is called a covering morphism and
G̃ a covering groupoid of G if for each x̃ ∈ Ob(G̃) the restriction St

G̃
x̃ → StG p(x̃) is

bijective.
Assume that p : G̃ → G is a covering morphism. Then we have a lifting function

Sp : Gd0 ×Ob(p) Ob(G̃) → G̃ assigning to the pair (a, x) in the pullback Gd0 ×Ob(p) Ob(G̃)
the unique element b of St

G̃
x such that p(b) = a. Clearly Sp is inverse to (p, d0) : G̃ →

Gd0 ×Ob(p) Ob(G̃). So it is stated that p : G̃ → G is a covering morphism if and only if
(p, d0) is a bijection.

A covering morphism p : G̃ → G is called transitive if both G̃ and G are transitive.
A transitive covering morphism p : G̃ → G is called universal if G̃ covers every cover of
G, i.e., for every covering morphism q : H̃ → G there is a unique morphism of groupoids
p̃ : G̃ → H̃ such that qp̃ = p (and hence p̃ is also a covering morphism), this is equivalent
to that for x̃, ỹ ∈ Ob(G̃) the set G̃(x̃, ỹ) has not more than one element.

Recall that an action of a groupoid G on a set S via a function ω : S → Ob(G) is a
function Gd0 ×ω S → S, (g, x) 7→ g • x satisfying the usual rule for an action, namely
ω(g • x) = d1(g), 1ω(s) • s = s and (h ◦ g) • s = h • (g • s) whenever defined. A morphism
f : (S, ω) → (S′, ω′) of such actions is a function f : S → S′ such that w′f = w and
f(g • s) = g • f(s) whenever g • s is defined. This gives a category GpdAct(G) of actions
of G on sets. For such an action the action groupoid G n S is defined to have object set
S, morphisms the pairs (g, s) such that d0(g) = ω(s), source and target maps d0(g, s) = s,
d1(g, s) = g • s, and the composition (g′, s′) ◦ (g, s) = (g ◦ g′, s) whenever s′ = g • s.
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The projection q : G n S → G, (g, s) 7→ g is a covering morphism of groupoids and the
functor assigning this covering morphism to an action gives an equivalence of the categories
GpdAct(G) and GpdCov/G.

Let G be a group-groupoid. An action of the group-groupoid G on a group X via ω
consists of a group homomorphism ω : X → Ob(G) from the group X to the underlying
group of Ob(G) and an action of the groupoid G on the underlying set X via ω such that
the following interchange law holds:

(g • x) + (g′ • x′) = (g + g′) • (x+ x′)
whenever both sides are defined. A morphism f : (X,ω) → (X ′, ω′) of such actions is
a morphism f : X → X ′ of groups and of the underlying operations of G. This gives a
category GpGpdAct(G) of actions of G on groups. For an action of G on the group X via
ω, the action groupoid GnX has a group structure defined by

(g, x) + (g′, x′) = (g + g′, x+ x′)
and with this operation GnX becomes a group-groupoid and the projection p : GnX → G
is an object of the category GpGpdCov/G. By means of this construction the following
equivalence of the categories was given in [8].
Proposition 2.1. ([8, Proposition 3.1]). The categories GpGpdCov/G and GpGpdAct(G)
are equivalent.

We recall that a crossed module of groups consists of two groups A and B, an action
of B on A denoted by b · a for a ∈ A and b ∈ B; and a morphism α : A → B of groups
satisfying the following conditions for all a, a1 ∈ A and b ∈ B

CM1) α(b · a) = b+ α(a) − b,
CM2) α(a) · a1 = a+ a1 − a.

We will denote such a crossed module by (A,B, α).
For instance, the inclusion map of a normal subgroup is a crossed module with the con-

jugation action. As a motivating geometric example of crossed modules due to Whitehead
[23, 25] if X is topological space and A ⊆ X with x ∈ A, then there is a natural action of
π1(A, x) on second relative homotopy group π2(X,A, x) and with this action the boundary
map

∂ : π2(X,A, x) → π1(A, x)
becomes a crossed module. This crossed module is called fundamental crossed module and
denoted by Π(X,A, x) (see [5] for further information).

The following are some standard properties of crossed modules.
Proposition 2.2. Let (A,B, α) be a crossed module. Then

(i) α(A) is a normal subgroup of B.
(ii) kerα is central in A, i.e. kerα is a subset of Z(A), the center of A.
(iii) α(A) acts trivially on Z(A).
Let (A,B, α) and (A′, B′, α′) be two crossed modules. A morphism (f1, f2) from (A,B, α)

to (A′, B′, α′) is a pair of morphisms of groups f1 : A → A′ and f2 : B → B′ such that
f2α = α′f1 and f1(b · a) = f2(b) · f1(a) for a ∈ A and b ∈ B.

Crossed modules with morphisms between them form a category which is called the
category of crossed modules and denoted by XMod. It was proved by Brown and Spencer
in [9, Theorem 1] that the category XMod of crossed modules over groups is equivalent to
the category GpGpd of group-groupoids. In [20] certain groupoid properties are adapted
for crossed modules as in the following definition.
Definition 2.3 ([20]). Let (A,B, α) be a crossed module. Then (A,B, α) is called tran-
sitive (resp. simply transitive, 1-transitive or totally intransitive) if α is surjective (resp.
injective, bijective or zero morphism with A is abelian).
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Example 2.4. If X is a topological group whose underlying topology is path-connected
(resp. totally disconnected), then the crossed module (StπX 0, X, t) is transitive (resp.
totally intransitive).
Example 2.5. (N,G, inc) is a simply transitive crossed module.

The notion of lifting of a crossed module was introduced in [20] as an interpretation of
the notion of action group-groupoid in the category of crossed modules over groups. Now
we will recall the definition of lifting of a crossed module and some examples. Following
that we will give further results on liftings of crossed modules.
Definition 2.6 ([20]). Let (A,B, α) be a crossed module and ω : X → B a morphism
of groups. Then a crossed module (A,X,φ), where the action of X on A is defined via
ω, is called a lifting of α over ω and denoted by (φ,X, ω) if the following diagram is
commutative.

X

ω
��

A α
//

φ
>>~

~
~

~
B

Remark 2.7. Let (φ,X, ω) be a lifting of (A,B, α) then kerφ ⊆ kerα and (1A, ω) is a
morphism of crossed modules.

Here are some examples of liftings of crossed modules:
(i) Let G be a group with trivial center. Then the automorphism crossed module

G → Aut(G) is simply transitive and hence every lifting of G → Aut(G) is
simply transitive.

(ii) If p : X̃ → X is a covering morphism of topological groups. Then with the
morphism t̃ : StπX 0 → X̃, t̃([α]) 7→ α̃(1), the final point of the lifted path of
α at 0̃, (t̃, X̃, p) becomes a lifting of (StπX 0, X, t).

(iii) Every crossed module (A,B, α) is a lifting of the automorphism crossed module
(A,Aut(A), ι) over the action of B on A, i.e. θ : B → Aut(A), θ(b)(a) = b · a.

(iv) Every crossed module (A,B, α) lifts to the crossed module (A,A/N, p) over
ω : A/N → B, a+N 7→ α(a) where N = kerα.

3. Results on liftings of crossed modules
3.1. Pullback liftings

Mucuk and Şahan [20] gave the following theorem as a criterion for the existence of the
lifting crossed module.
Theorem 3.1 ([20, Theorem 4.5]). Let (A,B, α) be a crossed module and C be a subgroup
of kerα. Then there exist a lifting (φ,X, ω) of α such that kerφ = C. Moreover in this
case kerω = kerα/C.

Every crossed module (A,B, α) lifts to itself over the identity morphism 1B on B. Let
(φ,X, ω) and (φ′, X ′, ω′) be two liftings of (A,B, α). A morphism f from (φ,X, ω) to
(φ′, X, ω′) is a group homomorphism f : X → X ′ such that fφ = φ′ and ω′f = ω. The
category of liftings of a crossed module (A,B, α) is denoted by LXMod/(A, B, α).

Now we will define the pullback of a lifting crossed module over a crossed module
morphism with codomain the base crossed module.

Proposition 3.2. Let (A,B, α), (Ã, B̃, α̃) be two crossed modules, (φ,X, ω) a lifting of
(A,B, α) and (f, g) : (Ã, B̃, α̃) → (A,B, α) a crossed module morphism. Then (ψ,Xω×gB̃, π2)
is a lifting of (Ã, B̃, α̃), where ψ = (φf, α̃) and Xω×gB̃ is the pullback group of X and B̃.
Moreover (f, π1) : (Ã,Xω×gB̃, ψ) → (A,X,φ) is a crossed module morphism.
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Proof. By the definition of ψ, it is easy to see that π2ψ = α̃. Hence, we only need to
show that (Ã,Xω×gB̃, ψ) is a crossed module, where the action of Xω×gB̃ on Ã given by
(x, b̃) · ã = b̃ · ã.

CM1) Let (x, b̃) ∈ Xω×gB̃ and ã ∈ Ã. Then,

ψ((x, b̃) · ã) = ψ(b̃ · ã)

= (φf, α̃)(b̃ · ã)

= (φf(b̃ · ã), α̃(b̃ · ã))

= (φ(g(b̃) · f(ã)), b̃+ α̃(ã) − b̃)

= (φ(ω(x) · f(ã)), b̃+ α̃(ã) − b̃)

= (φ(x · f(ã)), b̃+ α̃(ã) − b̃)

= (x+ φ(f(ã)) − x, b̃+ α̃(ã) − b̃)

= (x, b̃) + (φ(f(ã)), α̃(ã)) − (x, b̃)

= (x, b̃) + ψ(ã) − (x, b̃).

CM2) Let ã, ã1 ∈ Ã and ã ∈ Ã. Then,
ψ(ã1) · ã = ((φf, α̃)(ã1)) · ã

= (φf(ã1), α̃(ã1)) · ã
= α̃(ã1) · ã
= ã1 + ã− ã1.

Thus (Ã,Xω×gB̃, ψ) is a crossed module, i.e., (ψ,Xω×gB̃, π2) is a lifting of (Ã, B̃, α̃).
Other details are straightforward. �

X

ω

��

Xω×gB̃

π2

��

π1
__???????

A

φ

??�
�

�
�

�
�

�
�

�
�

α // B

Ã

ψ=(φf,α̃)

??

f

__????????

α̃

// B̃

g
__????????

X

ω

��

h // X ′

ω′

��

Xω×gB̃
h×1 //

π2

��

π1
__???????

X ′
ω′×gB̃

π2

��

π1
__???????

A

φ

??�
�

�
�

�
�

�
�

�
�

α // B B

Ã

ψ=(φf,α̃)

??

f

__????????

α̃

// B̃

g
__????????

B̃

g
__????????

The lifting (ψ,Xω×gB̃, π2) constructed in the previous proposition is called pullback lift-
ing of (φ,X, ω) over (f, g). If (φ′, X ′, ω′) is another lifting of (A,B, α) and h : (φ,X, ω) →
(φ′, X ′, ω′) a morphism of liftings, then (ψ′, X ′

ω′×gB̃, π2) is also a lifting of (Ã, B̃, α̃) and
h× 1: (ψ,Xω×gB̃, π2) → (ψ′, X ′

ω′×gB̃, π2) is a morphism of liftings.
This construction is functorial, that is, defines a functor

λ∗
(f,g) : LXMod/(A, B, α) → LXMod/(Ã, B̃, α̃)

given by λ∗
(f,g)((φ,X, ω)) = (ψ,Xω×gB̃, π2) on objects and by λ∗

(f,g)(h) = h × 1 on mor-
phisms, for each crossed module morphism (f, g) : (Ã, B̃, α̃) → (A,B, α). Using the equiv-
alence of the categories of liftings of a crossed module and of group-groupoid actions, we
will define the corresponding notion in the category of group-groupoid actions.
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Proposition 3.3. Let G and G̃ be two group-groupoids and G acts on a group X via
a group homomorphism ω : X → Ob(G). If there is a group-groupoid morphism f =
(f1, f0) : G̃ → G then, G̃ acts on the pullback group Xω×f0 Ob(G̃) via π2.

Proof. It is similar to the proof of Proposition 3.2. �

Action defined above is called pullback action of (X,ω) over f . We also obtain a
pullback functor as in the case of liftings:

λ∗
f : GpGpdAct(G) → GpGpdAct(G̃)

given by λ∗
f ((X,ω)) = (Xω×f0 Ob(G̃), π2) on objects and by λ∗

f (h) = h× 1 on morphisms,
for each group-groupoid morphism f : G̃ → G.

By the equivalence of the categories LXMod/(A, B, α) and GpGpdAct(G), where
(A,B, α) is a crossed module and G is the corresponding group-groupoid, we obtain the
following commutative diagram.

LXMod/(A, B, α)
λ∗

(f,g) //

ψ ≃

��

LXMod/(Ã, B̃, α̃)

ψ ≃

��

GpGpdAct(G)
λ∗

f×g

//

θ

OO

GpGpdAct(G̃)

θ

OO

3.2. Homotopy lifting property
Following theorem, given in [20], states the conditions for when a crossed module mor-

phism lifts to a lifting of a crossed module.

Theorem 3.4 ([20, Theorem 4.3]). Let (f, g) : (Ã, B̃, α̃) → (A,B, α) be a morphism of
crossed modules where (Ã, B̃, α̃) is transitive and let (φ,X, ω) be a lifting of (A,B, α).
Then there is a unique morphism of crossed modules (f, g̃) : (Ã, B̃, α̃) → (A,X,φ) such
that ωg̃ = g if and only if f(ker α̃) ⊆ kerφ.

Note that, in the above theorem, since (Ã, B̃, α̃) is transitive then α̃ is surjective and
there exists an ã ∈ Ã such that α̃(ã) = b̃ for all b̃ ∈ B̃. So the morphism g̃ is given by

g̃ : B̃ −→ B

b̃ 7−→ g̃(b̃) = φf(ã)

for all b̃ ∈ B̃.
According to Theorem 3.4, now we prove that liftings of homotopic crossed module

morphisms as in Theorem 3.4 are homotopic. This property will be called by homotopy
lifting property. First we remind the notion of homotopy of crossed module morphisms as
originally given in [10] (see also [9] and [16]).

Definition 3.5. Let (f1, g1), (f2, g2) : (Ã, B̃, α̃) → (A,B, α) be two crossed module mor-
phisms. A homotopy from (f1, g1) to (f2, g2) is a function d : B̃ → A satisfying

(H1) d(b̃1 + b̃2) = d(b̃1) + g1(b̃1) · d(b̃2),
(H2) dα̃(ã) = f1(ã) − f2(ã) and
(H3) αd(b̃) = g1(b̃) − g2(b̃)

for all b̃1, b̃2 ∈ B̃ and ã ∈ Ã.
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If d : B̃ → A is a homotopy from (f1, g1) to (f2, g2) then, this is denoted by d : (f1, g1) ≃
(f2, g2).

Theorem 3.6 (Homotopy Lifting Property). Let (f1, g1), (f2, g2) : (Ã, B̃, α̃) → (A,B, α)
be morphisms of crossed modules such that f1(ker α̃) ⊆ kerφ, f2(ker α̃) ⊆ kerφ and
(Ã, B̃, α̃) is transitive. Let (φ,X, ω) be a lifting of (A,B, α). By Theorem 3.4 there exist
crossed module morphisms (f1, g̃1), (f2, g̃2) : (Ã, B̃, α̃) → (A,X,φ) such that ωg̃1 = g1 and
ωg̃2 = g2. In this case, if d : (f1, g1) ≃ (f2, g2), then d : (f1, g̃1) ≃ (f2, g̃2).

Proof. Let d : B̃ → A be a homotopy, i.e., d : (f1, g1) ≃ (f2, g2). Then for all b̃1, b̃2 ∈ B̃

and ã ∈ Ã, (H1) d(b̃1 + b̃2) = d(b̃1) + g1(b̃1) · d(b̃2), (H2) dα̃(ã) = f1(ã) − f2(ã) and (H3)
αd(b̃) = g1(b̃)−g2(b̃). Now we need to show that d : B̃ → A is a homotopy from (f1, g̃1) to
(f2, g̃2), i.e., d : (f1, g̃1) ≃ (f2, g̃2). First two conditions of Definition 3.5 hold, since they
are same with base homotopy. Hence, we only need to show that the last condition holds.

(H3) Let b̃ ∈ B̃. Since α̃ is surjective there exist an element ã such that α̃(ã) = b̃.
Then,

φd(b̃) = φ(d(α̃(ã)))
= φ(f1(ã) − f2(ã))
= φf1(ã) − φf2(ã)

= g̃1(b̃) − g̃2(b̃).

Hence d : B̃ → A is a homotopy from (f1, g̃1) to (f2, g̃2). �

A
φ // X

ω

��

Ã
α̃

//

f1????

__????
f2????

__????

B̃

g̃1???

__???
g̃2???

__???

dTTTTTTTTTTTT

jjTTTTTTTTTTTT

A
α // B

Ã
α̃

//

f1????

__????
f2????

__????

B̃

g1????

__???? g2????

__????
dTTTTTTTTTTTT

jjTTTTTTTTTTTT

3.3. Derivations for the liftings of crossed modules
The notion of derivations first appears in the work of Whitehead [24] under the name

of crossed homomorphisms (see also [22]). Let (A,B, α) be a crossed module. All maps
d : B → A such that for all b, b1 ∈ B

d(b+ b1) = d(b) + b · d(b1)

are called derivations of (A,B, α). Any such derivation defines endomorphisms θd and σd
on A and B respectively, as follows:

θd(a) = dα(a) + a and σd(b) = αd(b) + b

Aθd 88 α
// B

d
ss σdgg
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It is easy to see that (θd, σd) : (A,B, α) → (A,B, α) is a crossed module morphism such
that d : (θd, σd) ≃ (1A, 1B) and

θd(d(b)) = d(σd(b))
for all b ∈ B.

All derivations from B to A are denoted by Der(B,A). Whitehead defined a multipli-
cation on Der(B,A) as follows: Let d1, d1 ∈ Der(B,A) then d = d1 ◦ d2 where

d(b) = d1σd2(b) + d2(b) (= θd1d2(b) + d1(b)).
With this multiplication (Der(B,A), ◦) becomes a semi-group where the identity deriva-

tion is zero morphism, i.e. d : B → A, b 7→ d(b) = 0. Furthermore θd = θd1θd2 and
σd = σd1σd2 . Group of units of Der(B,A) is called Whitehead group and denoted by
D(B,A). These units are called regular derivations. Following proposition is a combined
result from [24] and [15] to characterize the regular derivations.

Proposition 3.7 ([22]). Let (A,B, α) be a crossed module. Then the following are equiv-
alent.

(i) d ∈ D(B,A);
(ii) θ ∈ AutA;
(iii) σ ∈ AutB.

Now we will give some results for derivations of crossed modules in the sense of liftings.

Theorem 3.8. Let (A,B, α) be a crossed module, (φ,X, ω) a lifting of (A,B, α) and
d ∈ Der(B,A). Then d̃ = dω is a derivation of (A,X,φ), i.e. d̃ ∈ Der(X,A).

Proof. Let x, y ∈ X. Then
d̃(x+ y) = dω(x+ y)

= d(ω(x) + ω(y))
= d(ω(x)) + ω(x) · d(ω(y))
= d̃(x) + x · d̃(y).

Thus d̃ is a derivation of the crossed module (A,X,φ), i.e. d̃ ∈ Der(X,A). �

The derivation d̃ will be called lifting of d over ω or briefly lifting of d. This construction
defines a semi-group homomorphism as follows:

(̃−) : Der(B,A) −→ Der(X,A)
d 7−→ d̃ = dω

Proposition 3.9. Let (A,B, α) be a crossed module, (φ,X, ω) a lifting of (A,B, α), d ∈
Der(B,A) and d̃ be the lifting of d. Then θd = θ

d̃
and σdω = ωσ

d̃
.

Proof. This can be proven by an easy calculation. So the proof is omitted. �
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��
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��
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??~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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ss
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Combining the results in Theorem 3.8 and Proposition 3.9 we can give the following
corollary.

Corollary 3.10. Let (A,B, α) be a crossed module, (φ,X, ω) a lifting of (A,B, α) and
d ∈ D(B,A). Then d̃ = dω is a regular derivation of (A,X,φ), i.e. d̃ ∈ D(X,A).

Hence the restriction of (̃−) to D(B,A) becomes a group homomorphism.

(̃−)| D(B,A) : D(B,A) −→ D(X,A)
d 7−→ d̃ = dω

In the following proposition we will obtain a derivation for the base crossed module
using a derivation of lifting crossed module.

Proposition 3.11. Let (A,B, α) be a crossed module, (φ,X, ω) a lifting of (A,B, α) and
d̃ ∈ Der(X,A). If ω has a section s : B → X, i.e. ωs = 1B, then d = d̃s is a derivation of
(A,B, α), i.e. d ∈ Der(B,A).

Proof. Let b, b1 ∈ B. Then

d(b+ b1) = d̃s(b+ b1)
= d̃(s(b) + s(b1))
= d̃s(b) + s(b) · d̃(s(b1))
= d̃s(b) + ωs(b) · d̃(s(b1))
= d(b) + b · d(b1)

Thus d is a derivation of the base crossed module (A,B, α), i.e. d ∈ Der(B,A). �

In this case the homomorphism (̃−) becomes injective. Thus Der(B,A) can be consider
as a semi-subgroup of Der(X,A).
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